[Perspectives in neurotology].
Vestibular diagnostics and therapy is the mirror of technological, scientific and socio-economics trends as are other fields of clinical medicine. These trends have led to a substantial diversification of the field of neurotology. The improvements in diagnostics have been characterized by the introduction of new receptor testing tools (e. g., VEMPs), progress in imaging (e. g., the endolymphatic hydrops) and in the description of central-vestibular neuroplasticity. The etiopathology of vestibular disorders has been updated by geneticists (e. g., the description of the COCH gene mutations), the detection of structural abnormalities (e. g., dehiscence syndromes) and related disorders (e. g. migraine-associated vertigo). The therapeutic options were extended by re-evaluation of techniques known a long time ago (e. g., saccus exposure), the development of new approaches (e. g., dehiscence repair) and the introduction of new drug therapy concepts (e. g., local drug delivery). Implantable, neuroprosthetic solutions have not yet reached experimental safety and validity and are still far away. However, externally worn neuroprosthetic solution were introduced in the rehab of vestibular disorders (e. g., VertiGuard system). These and related trends point into a medical future which is characterized by presbyvertigo as classical sign of the demographic changes ahead, by shortage of financial resources and a medico-legally over-regulated, even hostile environment for physicians in clinical medicine.